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A system is subject to random failure with failure rate k(X,) dependent upon the level X, of 
nccumulated damage at time 1. Given the replacement cost C and the additional cost K for 
replacement after failure, an optimum level of damage at which replacement should he made is 
investigated when the damage process is (a) a Wiener process with drift, (h) the illtcgral of ;I 
Markov chain and (c) a linearly increasing deterministic process. The solution of (c) is used to 
derive approximations for cases (a) and (h) when the damage process is ‘nearly deterministic’. 
optimal replacement policy * Dynkin’s lemma * Markov process with killing * Wiener process 
* generator * integral of a Markov chain 
1. Introduction 
Consider a production system which generates income as long as it is operating, 
but which is subject to random failure. Upon failure the system is replaced with a 
new one and the process continues. Each replacement costs C units and each failure 
adds a cost of K units. 
The problem is to find an optimal control policy that balances the cost of 
replacement with the :ost of failure and results in a minimum total long run average 
cost per unit time. 
Taylor [4] derived an optimal replacement rule for the mrldel when shocks occur 
to the system in accordance with a Poisson process. Each shock causes a random 
amount of damage, the damage accumulates additively and the accumulated amage 
is observable. At any given shock, the system fails with a known probability that 
depends on the total damage accumulated. 
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Zuck.erman [5] considered a failure model where the damage process is an 
increasing one with stationary independent increments. The system fails when the 
accumulated damage first exceeds a random level with a known distribution. Like 
that of Taylor’s the accumulated damage is observable. 
Taylor 143 and Zuckerman [5] also gave a survey of much of the earlier work. 
The model we consider here is one in which damage occurring to the system, e.g. 
due to wear a1:d tear, accumulates continuously. Let X,, t 2 0, where X0 = 0, denote 
the accumulated damage to the system when it has reached age t. Then the probability 
of failure at some age in the interval (t, t+ at) conditional on X,, s =G t, is k(X,)St+ 
o( Sr) as &JO, where k( - ) is a specified nondecreasing function on [0, 00). The system 
is replaced by z. 3cw one either upon failure or upon X, reaching a prescribed level 
6. whichever occurs first. When (XI} is a nondecreasing pure-jump additive process 
it has been shown by Taylor ( 197.5) (for finite jump-rate) and Zuckerman (1978) 
that the optimal replacement rule is of this type. Moreover they show how to 
determine the optimal level [* at which the system should be replaced in order to 
minimize long term average costs. ‘In this paper we investigate replacement rules 
of this type applied to systems for which the accumulated damage X, is 
(a) a Wiener process with drift p >O, variance parameter u’ and reflecting 
boundary at 0, 
(b) the integral j:, Y,( ci~ of a finite state-space Markov chain with nonnegative 
statels. 
iIll d 
(c) the &generate cast in \f,hich the amount of damage increases with constant 
r;ttc p .> 0. 
The first of ahcse is not strictly appropriate for damage which increases with time, 
howcvcr one c;r;! think of the system as having a level of ‘senility’ which. although 
tending to increase with time, may nevertheless have downward excursions. In the 
limit as cr+O WC obtain the degenerate case (c) which certainly does have nonde- 
creasing sample-paths. The process !j:I Y,, du} defined in case (b) has proved a very 
useful model for processes with continuous nondecreasing paths and has been applied 
for example in storage theory to represent cumulative stream-flow data (see Brock- 
well and Pacheco-Santiago ( 1081))). 
For damage processes of each of the types (a). (b) and (c) WC shcu! how to 
determine the damage level <* at which the system should be replaced in order to 
minim& thr long-run average cost per unit time. ‘The solution in cast‘ (c) is 
particularly simple and le;-zds to simple approximations for ~1st’~ (a) and (b) when 
the damage proccsscs are ‘nearly degenerate’. 
*i’ht state-space of the damage process may be taken as [O. ~1 u (3) where J 
denotes the terminal state attained on failure of the system. The time r, at which 
;i rcpl;icemcnt is made is then 7; = min( T(. T,) where *& and TJ iire the hitting 
tlmc\ of \t;itc\ C ~ici A rc3pcctivelq. I3v a simple rent3~al argument the long-term 
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avprsge cost FCr unit time is 
(1.1) 
and the optimal value of 5 is the value which minimizes this cost. The problem thus 
reduces to that of determining the probability P[ T3 d r,] and the expected cycle 
time E mint T,, TE). These are found below by making use of the generator of the 
damage process and Dynkin’s Lemma. 
We assume throughout that the failure rate k( *) is a continuous function on 
[O, a], strictly positive and nondecreasing on (0, S] with lim,, x k(x) = 0. (The values 
of k(x), x > ,$ are in fact irrelevant to the problem.) 
2. The case of a Wiener damage process 
In this case the damage process {X,. t *CO} defined in Section 1 is a terminating 
Wiener process with state-space S = [0, m] LJ {A}, reflecting boundary at 0, drift and 
variance rates p and C? respectively, failure (or killing) rate k(X,) at time t, and 
terminal state A. The transition semigroup of the process {X,} is characterized by 
~(A)={f:S+RIf,f’,f” exist and are continuous on [0, OC’], f’(O) = 0). 
If T’ 1 inl{t > 0: X, = l} then the long-run d:ost per unit time associated with the 
corresponding replacement policy, viz. replace with a nei. 1’ system *&lien the old one 
has age min( Ti, T,), is given by f 1.1). Our purpose in this Section is to show how 
this cost 9( T’) can be evaluated. Solutions for specific failure rates .4( - ) will bc 
derived in Section 3. 
To determine P ( 7; 5 7;) we apply I>ynkin’s lemma, i.e. 
E, Af(X,J ds = E,f(.Y,)- f(x), (2.1) 
where T is a Markov time with finite mean and E,, P, denote expectation and 
probability given X,, = x. If we choose T = min( T,, T,) and f~ P(A) such that 
f(J-r)=R f(s)= 1, and Af(x) = 0 for 0 C: x’ ~1 t, then (2.1) give3 
PJ7;r TJ) =f(x). (2.2i 
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and the required probability P( Td --- < T,) is [I -f(O)] (since a new system starts with 
m-o damage). The constraints on f imply that 
Gth 
f’(0) = 0 (2.4 
and 
f(s)= 1. (2.5) 
The determination of E min( T,, T’,‘,) is quite similar. We apply Dynkin’s lemma 
with r=min(TA, T,)andf ED(A)suchthatAf(x)=-l,xE(O,{),andf(t)=f(A)= 
0. Then from (2.1) we have 
E,, mint T,. Tt j = f(O), (2.6) 
whcrc 
(2.7) 
f’(0) = 0, (2.8) 
and 
f(&j =O. (2.9) 
In the next section we solve the systems (2.3)-(2.5) and (2.7)~(2.9) for particular 
killin (failure) rates k( - 1, thereby determining the long-run average cost per unit 
time. 
3. Wiener damage process with specific failure rates 
In this cast tqulttions ( 2.3) and (2.7) immediately give 
I’,,( T, *: 7:) = 1 - ( 0, - H,)[N, exp( H,[) - H, crcp( d,r,] ’ (3.1) 
and 
E,, mint 7;, 7; 1 = LY ‘P,,,( TJ s 7;), 
tvht:rc H, ;lncl (I, ilrc the zeroes of H’+ 2pcLB/v’- O. Hence from ( 1.1 j. 
t!/( .I; t = rrk’ t tuC’[P,,( 7; =s T,)] I. 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
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which shows that 5 should be chosen as large as possible. All replacements hould 
therefore be made at failure, as one would expect from the la& of memory property 
of the exponential distribution. 
3b. Quadratic failure rate, k(x) = cyx*,. cx > 0 
If we make the transformation 
f(x) = g(x) e-px’rr’, 
equation (2.3) becomes 
(3.4) 
g”(x) - o-4(2dxW + $)g( x) = 0. (3.5) 
The general solution of (3.5) (see e.g. Abramowitz and Stegun [ 1, p. 686-j) is 
t c,2JG --‘xl!‘! 
( 
lJu” 16urrz+:’ ;, +$)I, (3.6) 
where hl is the Kummer function, 
M(a, 6, t) = : (a),z’/[(b),j!], 
I.70 
and (a)(,:= 1, (a),, := a(n+ 1) - - - (a f n - l), tt Z= 1. Substituting from (3.6) into 
(3.4) and using the boundary condition f’(0) - 0 gives 
c;! = cf’p(&+ ‘!?q. (3.7) 
The boundary condition f (6) = 1 gives another linear equation in (aI and c’? from 
which we find that 
In particular we have 
P,,( r, s 7‘6) = 1 -f(.O) = 1 - Cl) 
where cl is given by (3.8). 
To compute E,, min( T_,, T,) note that the homogeneous equation 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
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As in earlier sections we suppose that the system is replaced by a new one at age 
T, = min( T,, TA) where T& is the time at which {X,} first reaches level 6. It is most 
cor,q,cnient to analyze the behaviour of the system in terms of the bivariate Markov 
process V, = (X,, Y, ), t 3 0. The state space of { V,) is S X {y,, y2, . . . , yn} where 
3 = [O, =+J W. Let &y,7 JLyj respectively denote expectation and probability 
conditional on V, = (x, y). The generator A of the process V, is defined by 
for all functions f such that the limit exists uniformly in (x, y). It is convenient to 
introduce the diagonal matrices Y =[yiSii],,j=i ,,.,,), and R(x) =[k(~)i?,]~.,_, _,,,., I and 
the column vectors 
and 
‘I‘hc generator of the process V, then satisfies 
/If(x)= I,‘f>f(x)+(y-Rix))f(x!+R(x)f!d), ‘.=[O,~], (3.2) 
and the domain 91 A) of A consists of all functions f on S X{y,, . . . , y,,} such that 
fc - I and LljfC * 1 arc bounded and continuous on [O, a~]. 
‘I‘hc long run atcrage cost per unit time can be written in the form 
\tilcrc .v= Y(O) (assumed to be the same for each new replacement), and Tc = 
irnf{r 2 0: _Fi, = [I. 7; = inf{ t 2 0: X, = J}. We shall use Dynkin’s lemma to compute 
f’, 1 J 7; .--I 7; ] and E 1fl.Y) mint TJ. T{) from which Ji( 7;) is then easily found. 
Now applying Dynkin’s Iemma (2.1) to the proce$,s { 11,) with T = min( I;, TJ) and 
t” ~(111 chosen to be such t!xt for each y, A_#‘(.x, y) =O. 0~ s <: 6. ]‘(A, y\ = 0 arrd 
.f(E. !I = 1. \vt’ obtain 
i9, ,.,, ( 7; ‘- 7; 1 =f‘(.u, .Y). (4.4) 
It remains only to find the function _f. Writing out the required constraints we obtain 
the diffcrcntial equations. 
(4.6) 
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To determine Efx,yj min( T,, TA) we apply Dynkin’s lemma to { V,} with f E 9(A) 
chosen so that for each y, Af( x, y) = - 1,O < x -=c 4, f( A, y) = 0 and f( 5, y) = 0. With 
f so chosen we have 
E (x.y) mid Tt9 TA) =fh y). (4.7) 
The required constraints on f give the differential equations 
Yof(x)+(Q-R(x))f(x)=[-1 *. * --l-J’, o<xG$, (4.8) 
with boundary conditions 
f(&,yi)=O, 1=1,2,...712. (4.9) 
To illustrate the calculatiotis we consider a two-state chain { Y,, s 3 0) with the 
two states y1 > yz and P( Y,+& = yj 1 Y, = y;) = AiS +o( S), j # i; i, j = I , 2. In this case 
equations (4.5) are equivalent to the second order differential equation (,valid for 
each fixed i = 1 or 2) 
Y1Y2fh YlH(Y, +Y~)k(x)+AzYl+h,y2lf’(X, YJ 
+[k’(x)+(A, +A,)k(x)]f(x, yi) ~0, 
o--q, 
(4.10) 
with boundary conditions 
f(& y,) = I 
and 
y;f’( 5, y,.) = k(Z). 
Similarly equations (4.8) are equivalent to the equation 
y,yJ(x, yi,-[-y, +ydW+Azy, +hy,]f’b, yi> 
+[k’(x)+(h,+A2)k(~)]f(x,y;~=X,~-A~+k(~), (4.11) 
with boundary conditions 
f((;‘.y,)=O and y,f’(&_v,)=-1. 
In the next section we shall derive explicit solutions of (4.10) and (4.1 1) f(:r 
particular killing rates k(x). 
5. Some particular failure rates 
Sa. Constant failure rate, k(x) = (Y > 0 
As in case 3a, elementary calculations using (4.10), (4. I 1) and (4.3) give 
IL( r,, = aK +CrC[P{Q)(TJ S T,)] -I, (5.1) 
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showing again that 6 should be chosen as large as possible, i.e. that all replacements 
should be made at failure. 
Sh. Linear failure rate, k(x) = ux + p, a, p > 0 
We solve equation (4.10) in this case by first making the transformation 
h(& y,)=f(x(S), yi) ex~(4y,).-‘[2cux’(S)+4(~+A,)x(6)+y16’]} (5.2) 
where 
6 = (y, yzj j’?Ly “‘(yr-yz)“Z{x(8)+a ?YI -Y1)~‘CYl(~z+p)-Y,(h,+p)l}. 
(5.3) 
Then equation (4.10) becomes 
4h”(& y,)-(S’+4a+2)h(S. y,) =O 
where 
f3 = (A,++- cyy,)/dy, - y2). 
(5.4) 
f’quation (5.4) has the general solution (Abramowitz and Stegun [l, p. 6X6]) 
h((i, y,)=A, exp(-S’/2)M((n+ 1)/2, l. li’/2) 
+H,Kexp(-F’/2)M((a+2)/2,~,fi~/2) (5.5) 
where ,%I is the Kummer function defined in Subsection 3b. Equations (5.2) and 
(5.5 1 dctcrmine the general solution of (4.lOj am! the constants A, and 73, are found 
from the boundary conditions 
f(& y,) = I and y,f’([. y,j = a&+ /3. 
WC can now evaluate the numerator of (4.3) using 
P (().\ ,( 7; 5. Tf j = 1 -f (0, jr). 
7‘0 WIW the inhomogeueous equation (4.1 I ) observe that the function 
1’,(s. _s,J =exp(-(l~,j- 1(36Zy, t Js(p+h,)+2LYS:!)}M((II+ 1)/2.j, rP/2j, 
(5.6) 
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where 
P = 4Yl+ Yd/YlY, and ~=[P(Y~+Yz)+~~Y~+~~Y~~/Y,Y~. 
The conditions 
f(b yt) =O and yif’(5, yi) E-1 
determine the constants A2 and B2 and hence f( x, yi). The evaluation of the expected 
long-run cost per unit time (4.3) is now completed using 
E (o+.) mid G, Tc) = 1 --f(N y). 
6. The optimal replacement level when the rate of accumulation of damage is 
nearly constant 
The exact solutions for the long-run average cost per unit time derived in earlier 
sections are (like those of Taylor [4] and Zuckerman [S]) complicated expressions, 
and further progress in the determination of the optimal replacement level e,, mu.st 
be made numerically. When however the damage rate is a nonrandom constant, it 
is relatively easy to compute the optimal level, &. We deal with this case first and 
then show how the solution can be used to derive approximate solutions for the 
Wiener damage model with small U’ and for a Markovian damage-rate model which 
is ‘nearly deterministic’. 
ha. Constant damage rate 
If the damage accumulates at constant rate p then the damage process is a 
deterministic Markov process whose generator, in the notation of Section 2, is 
defined by 
Af(s)=~~‘(xj+k(x)[f(,d)-f(x)], x~[O,m] and .4f(J)=O. 
with domain 
~(A)={f’:[O,~]u{d}j1Wlf andf’ are continuous on [O, m]}. 
Arguing exactly as in Section 2 and defining 
f(x)=P,(7-;< 7,) 
and 
cb( s) = 75, min( 7;. ‘I;) 
we obtain the equat:,ons 
/q’(x) - k( x)f(x) = 0, x > 0. 
/_Lf#qx)-k(x)&x)=-1, x>O, 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
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with boundary conditions f(e) = I, 4(e) = 0. These are readily solved giving 
f(x) = E:(W%) 
and 
4(x) = cL-‘Wy)lE(x) dy 
where 
p-'k(y) dy . 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
(6.7) 
The long-run average cost per unit time is 
~(T,)=cb(O).‘[C+K(l-f(O))]= /2E(y) dy -‘,C+K(I --E(S))], 1 
which, when minimized with respect to 4, gives the following equation for the optimal 
rcplacoment level, &;,: 
In the special case k(y) = ay+P, a little algebra reduces (6.X) to the equation 
~(N(?!)-~J(a)]+n(y)=n(O)+i’K !n(a), (6.9) 
where Iv is the standard normal distribution 
JcnGty. 
)‘= (rY/jL)!~‘l(&+- C/3), 
and n = (pa)- ‘,” p. Some numerical values of 
function, !I is the standard normal 
(6.10) 
the solution y of (6.9) are given in 
Table 1. The corresponding optimal replacement levels [,, are easily found from J 
using (6.10). 
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6b. Approximation to the optimal level for Wiener damage with small variance 
When the parameter uz of the model of Section 3 is small we write 
Px(T,< T,)=f(x)+a’g(x)+o(a”) (6.11) 
and 
E, min( T(, Td) = c$( x) + c?I+!I(x) + o( u2) (6.12) 
where f(x) and 4(x) are given by (6.5) and (6.6). From equations (2.3) and (2.7) 
we obtain, on comparing coefficients of u2, 
g’(x)-~-‘k(X)g(x)+(2/L-1f”(X)=0 (6.13) 
and 
~‘(X)-I*-‘k(.r)llr(x)+~~~_=._~,, ____  
which, with the boundary conditions g(t) = 9(t) = 0, give 
I 
6 
&Wx)g(x) = f”(y)E(y) dy 
* 
(6.14) 
(6.15) 
and 
2pE(x)$(x) = V(y)E(y) dy, (6.16) 
with J 4 and E defined by (6.5), (6.6) and (6.7) respectively. Setting x = 0 in (6.11) 
and (6.12) and substituting into the expression ( 1.1) for long-run average cost we 
find that 
where 
A(t) = 4(O)- ‘(C+K(I -f(O))) (6.18) 
and 
If &, denotes as before the value of 5 which minimizes A(t) (found from (6.8)), 
then elementary calculus shows that the value of 6 which minimizes (6.17) is 
&, = RI+~‘B’(50)lA”(50)+o(a2) as a+O. (6.20) 
Numerical calculations in the special case when k(x) = LYX + /3 suggest that the 
coefficient B’(&)/A”(&,) is always positive, i.e. that the effect of introducing a small 
amount of random variability into the constant damage-rate process is to increase 
the optimal damage level at which the system should be replaced. We have no 
general proof however of this observation. 
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(ic. A Markovian damage-rate model which is nearly deterministic 
In the notation o’f Section 4, let {Y,. t 20) be the two-state Markov chain with 
\tates y, = p + 8 anol yz = p - 6, S D 0, and suppose for simplicity that the jump-rates 
A, irnd A~ are both equal to A. In the limiting case S = 0 the damage process 
X, ==i:, Y,, du reduces to the deterministic model with rate /.L. 
If we look for sblutions of equations (4.10) and (4.11) of the form 
P ,r.,L+l,(Tt -- r,>=f(x)+rh(x)+~~m(.)+.(e~), e=*S, (6.21) 
El I p _ I , min(T,, 7-,)=&(x)-t FY(.X)+F’~(X)+O(F’), F=f& (6.22) 
rc\pectivcly, where f and (15 are defined by (6.5) and (6.6), we find easily that 
f 
pli(x)y(x) = 
1. 
E(y)+‘(y) exp[2A(s-v)/p]dy and 
I:yllatron\ (6 .21 I and (6.22) can now be used in conjunction wieh (4.3) to give the 
lading terms in the expansion of $( 7;) in powers of 6, which in turn give;, a series 
expansion for the optimal replacement level &,. The leading term in this expansion 
is of course &,. the optimal level for the deterministic case. 
The same argument can be applied to more general Markovian damage rate 
proctssc~ which are nearly deterministic, however we shall omit the details since 
CWT aim here is simply to indicate the technique by which an approximate solution 
GII1 bc found. 
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